NOTIFICATION

In exercise of powers vested in him under Section 7 (1) of Statute of the Mahatma Gandhi Antarrashtriya Hindi Vishwavidyalaya, Wardha, Act, and 1996 the Hon'ble Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint Prof. Priti Sagar as Dean of the School of Literature w.e.f. 29.09.2017 for a period of three years.

This issues with the approval of the Competent Authority.

To,
Prof. Priti Sagar
Professor, Department of Hindi & Comparative Literature
School of Literature
Mahatma Gandhi Antarrashtriya Hindi Vishwavidyalaya
Wardha-442001

Prof. Krishna Kumar Singh
Professor, Department of Hindi & Comparative Literature
School of Literature
Mahatma Gandhi Antarrashtriya Hindi Vishwavidyalaya
Wardha-442001

Copy to:-
1. Office of the Vice-Chancellor, MGAHV, Wardha
2. Office of the Pro-Vice Chancellor, MGAHV, Wardha
3. Office of the Dean, All Schools of the MGAHV, Wardha
4. Office of the HOD, All Departments of the MGAHV, Wardha
5. Office of the Registrar, MGAHV, Wardha
6. Office of the Finance Officer, MGAHV, Wardha
7. Office of the co-ordinator IQAC, MGAHV, Wardha
8. Office of the Assistant Registrar (Academic), MGAHV, Wardha
9. Office of the Assistant Registrar (Council), MGAHV, Wardha
10. Concerned File/Guard File
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